
S.3 - Interested/relative witness - Merely because a witness is related to

deceased does not by itself discredit his evidence, particularly where evidence of said

witness is otherwise found reliable. (Arjun Etc. Etc. Vs State of Chhattisgarh)

2017(2) Criminal Court Cases 139 (S.C.)

S.3 - Last seen evidence - It is an important event in chain of circumstances

that would completely establish and/or could point to guilt of accused with some

certainty - However, this evidence alone cannot discharge burden of establishing guilt

of accused beyond reasonable doubt and requires corroboration. (Navaneethakrishnan

Vs State by Inspector of Police) 2018(3) Criminal Court Cases 622 (S.C.)

S.3 - Last seen theory - PWs proved that accused took the deceased along

with him from his house to drop him and thereafter deceased was never found alive

- No explanation was given by accused as to what happened to deceased after they

were together seen alive - Last seen evidence proved. (Bharat Das Vs State of

Chhattisgarh) 2018(1) Criminal Court Cases 421 (Chhattisgarh) (DB)

S.3 - Manner of causing injuries - Certain inconsistencies as deposed in Court

and in statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. - In no manner shake the entire evidence or make the

statement of witnesses unreliable. (Fazar Ali Vs State of Assam)

2017(4) Criminal Court Cases 045 (S.C.) : 2017(3) Apex Court Judgments

317 (S.C.)

S.3 - Material evidence - Where only purpose for which material object upon

which matter has been expressed or described is produced is to prove its seizure

from possession of accused and it is made part of evidence by proving its seizure

from his possession, Court does not want testimony of anyone to prove matter since

it has become 'matter before the Court'. (Sherin V.John Vs State of Kerala)

2018(4) Criminal Court Cases 167 (Kerala)

S.3 - Medical evidence - If there is inconsistency between medical evidence

and direct evidence or between medical evidence of two doctors, one of whom

examined the injured person and the other conducted post mortem on the injured

person after his death or as to the injuries, then in criminal cases, accused is given

benefit of doubt and let off. (Sanjay Khanderao Wadane Vs State of Maharashtra)

2017(4) Criminal Court Cases 404 (S.C.) : 2017(3) Apex Court Judgments

531 (S.C.)

S.3 - Medical evidence - Value of medical evidence is only corroborative - It

can be used by defence to discredit the ocular evidence. (Baliraj Singh Vs State of

Madhya Pradesh) 2017(4) Criminal Court Cases 241 (S.C.) :

2017(3) Apex Court Judgments 338 (S.C.)

S.3 - Medical evidence - When a doctor is examined to prove findings reported

during post mortem, all necessary particulars relating to injuries seen in body, especially

ante mortem injuries, cause of death and all other particulars has to be recorded in the

evidence - Oral testimony of Doctor is therefore, highly required to prove case against

accused. (Raju Vs State of Kerala)2018(2) Criminal Court Cases 164 (Kerala) (DB)

S.3 - Medical evidence - Where direct testimony is found untrustworthy,

conviction on the basis of medical evidence supported by other circumstantial evidence
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discharge his burden by showing preponderance of probabilities in his favour - Behaviour

antecedents and subsequent event of accused may be relevant in finding mental

condition at the time of event, but not those remote in time. (Kali @ Kalidoss @

Kalirajan Vs State) 2018(1) Criminal Court Cases 470 (Madras) (DB)

S.84, Evidence Act, 1872, S.105 - Insanity - Burden lies on accused to prove

plea of insanity - Merely by saying about mental status of a person without any

document to substantiate the same cannot be said to be proved for the purpose of

accepting the plea of insanity - Oral statement must be supported by documentary

evidence. (Nilambar Patel Vs State of Orissa)

2017(3) Criminal Court Cases 668 (Orissa) (DB)

S.84, Evidence Act, 1872, S.105 - Insanity - Burden of proving plea of insanity

lies on accused. (Nilambar Patel Vs State of Orissa)

2017(3) Criminal Court Cases 668 (Orissa) (DB)

S.97 - Right of private defence - Mere reasonable apprehension is enough to

put the right of self defence into operation and it is not necessary that there should be

an actual commission of offence in order to give rise to right of private defence - It is

enough if accused apprehended that such an offence is contemplated and is likely to

be committed if right of private defence is not exercised. (Suresh Singhal Vs State

(Delhi Administration) 2017(2) Criminal Court Cases 267 (S.C.)

S.100 - Right to private defence - Where case of accused would be fully

covered within condition described at secondly to S.100 IPC so as to vest the accused

with right to defend themselves and in case death is caused in said process, no

offence can be said to be made out. (Gurdip Singh Vs State of Punjab)

2018(1) Criminal Court Cases 669 (P&H) (DB)

S.120-B - Criminal conspiracy - In a charge of conspiracy, it is not necessary

that all the conspirators should know each and every detail of plot so long as they are

co-participators in the main object thereof and it is also not necessary that all of them

should participate from inception of stratagem till the end. (Harpal Singh @ Chhota

Vs State of Punjab) 2017(1) Criminal Court Cases 850 (S.C.)

S.120-B - Criminal conspiracy - In order to constitute conspiracy, meeting of

mind of two or more persons to do an illegal act or any act by illegal means is must -

However, it is not necessary that all conspirators must know each and every detail of

conspiracy, which is being hatched and nor it is necessary to prove their active part/

role in such meeting. (Bilal Hajar @ Abdul Hameed Vs State Rep. by the Inspector

of Police) 2018(3) Apex Court Judgments 781 (S.C.)

S.120-B - Criminal conspiracy - When there is no evidence on record which

shows involvement of accused as a co-conspirator in commission of offence or that

he had entered into a criminal conspiracy with other co-accused and in pursuance of

such criminal conspiracy offence is committed, then accused is not liable to be

convicted u/s 120-B IPC. (Salim Khan Vs State of NCT of Delhi)

2017(Suppl.) Criminal Court Cases 489 (Delhi) (DB)

S.120-B, Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, Ss.7, 8, 10, 12, 13(2), 13(1)(d)

- Criminal Conspiracy - Illegal gratification - Quashing of charge - Prosecution failed

to prove guilt of accused - There is no material evidence on record in order to bring

home the charge of conspiracy against accused - No direct or circumstantial evidence

to prove that accused has demanded any illegal gratification and has accepted or

obtained any such illegal gratification - Premises that was alleged to be raided was
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on record is only of interested witnesses that too without any corroboration from

medical evidence - No injury found on body of victim - Suspicious circumstances

divulged out of evidence adduced by prosecution coupled with delay in lodging FIR

leads that there is possibility of falsity in prosecution story - Conviction and sentence

set aside - Accused acquitted. (Mahavir Singh Vs State)

2017(4) Criminal Court Cases 671 (Rajasthan)

Ss.377, 302 - Unnatural offence - Murder - Dead body of deceased recovered

in half naked condition - Semen detected on underwear of accused - However, no

semen detected on anal/rectal swabs of deceased - No injury on private parts of

deceased - Commission of sodomy upon deceased not proved - Alleged recovery of

blood stained stone and clothes of deceased at instance of accused is of no help to

prosecution, as it is highly improbable that accused will keep or conceal such like

items in his possession - No independent witness joined by police at the time of

recovery - Even there is no evidence on record that clothes recovered at instance of

accused belonged to him - Prosecution failed to prove its case - Accused rightly

acquitted. (Mohit Gupta Vs Vikram @ Bakra)

2018(4) Criminal Court Cases 316 (P&H) (DB)

Ss.379, 201 - Stealing of bond - Signing of bond is not sufficiently proved,

thus question of snatching away by accused does not arise - I.O should have enquired

with opponent of accused who were said to be present on date of production of

alleged agreement bond - Delay of 2 days in filing of complaint after the incident also

goes against prosecution case - Prosecution failed to prove its case - Accused acquitted.

(Rajesh Kumar C.K.Jain Vs State of Karnataka)

2018(2) Criminal Court Cases 221 (S.C.)

Ss.379, 201, Evidence Act, 1872, S.114 - Theft - Adverse inference - Allegation

that accused stole the bond paper on which settlement among three parties including

accused was recorded - It is not believable that accused after snatching bond will

again come back on the same day and no action is taken against accused - Adverse

inference rightly drawn against prosecution case. (Rajesh Kumar C.K.Jain Vs State

of Karnataka) 2018(2) Criminal Court Cases 221 (S.C.)

Ss.392, 302 - Robbery - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last seen evidence

- Accused were seen by PWs in the vicinity of neighborhood in the morning of day of

incident - Last seen theory built up on the evidence of PW5 and PW7 leaves a significant

margin of time during which crime could have been committed by somebody other

than accused - Said circumstance by itself cannot lead to any conclusion consistent

with guilt of accused and must go to the benefit of accused - Moreover, last seen

evidence coupled with recovery of ornaments of deceased from the possession of

accused, at best create a highly suspicious situation, but beyond a strong suspicion,

nothing else would follow, in the absence of any other circumstances, which could

suggest involvement of accused in the offence alleged - Charge u/s 302 IPC held, not

proved - However, accused guilty of offence u/s 392 IPC, thus rightly convicted

under said section. (Raj Kumar @ Raju Vs State (NCT of Delhi)

2017(1) Criminal Court Cases 750 (S.C.)

Ss.392, 302, Evidence Act, 1872, S.114 - Robbery - Murder - Circumstantial

evidence - Recovery of ornaments of deceased - Can lead to presumption that accused

committed robbery, but charge of murder cannot be brought home unless there is

some evidence to show that robbery and murder occurred at the same time i.e in the

course of same transaction. (Raj Kumar @ Raju Vs State (NCT of Delhi)

2017(1) Criminal Court Cases 750 (S.C.)
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S.166 - Accident - Disability certificate - Interpolation in disability certificate
were admittedly made by doctor - It was not clearly established as to whether disability
is permanent - Disability held, to be temporary in nature - Ends of justice would be
met by directing payment of Rs.9,10,000 as compensation with 9% interest p.a.
(ICICI Lombard General Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs Ajay Kumar Mohanty)

2018(2) Apex Court Judgments 280 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Finding of Tribunal - High Court cannot causally overturn
finding of fact recorded by Tribunal without adverting to any specific reason as to
why view taken by Tribunal was incorrect or not supported by evidence on record.
(Archit Saini Vs Oriental Insurance Company Ltd.)

2018(2) Apex Court Judgments 014 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Future prospects - Deceased was 24 years old at time of
accident - He was working in private company and having stable job - 50% of actual
salary income of deceased has to be added towards future prospects as deceased
was below 40 years in view of Sarla Verma case - Gross income of deceased comes
to Rs.15,000/- p.m. (Rs.10,000 + Rs.5000) before deducting personal living expenses.
(Joseph Philip C.J. Vs Judies) 2017(3) Apex Court Judgments 711 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Income of deceased - Determination of - Deceased was an
agricultural labourer - Tribunal took income of deceased @ Rs.25 per day and assessed
monthly income @ Rs.650 p.m, which was affirmed by High Court - Reasoning of
Tribunal that a lady labourer may not get engagement daily is not acceptable - High
Court and Tribunal did not keep in view contribution of deceased in household work,
being a laborer and also maintaining her husband and three children - Income of
deceased thus fixed as Rs.150 per day and Rs.4500 p.m. (Laxmidhar Nayak Vs
Jugal Kishore Behera) 2018(1) Apex Court Judgments 585 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Involvement of offending vehicle in accident - Vehicle was
seized by police after investigation only after one month from date of accident and
possibility of same having been repaired in meantime could not be ruled out - High
Court thus, committed error in reversing the finding of Tribunal by holding that
vehicle is not involved in accident - Impugned order of High Court set aside - Finding
of fact recorded by Tribunal on factum of involvement of offending vehicle in accident
restored. (Mangla Ram Vs Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.)

2018(2) Apex Court Judgments 319 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Multiplier - Age of deceased has to be taken into account
for adopting multiplier even if deceased is bachelor - High Court has taken age of
mother of deceased into consideration while applying multiplier - Since age of deceased
was 24 years, High Court should have given benefit of multiplier of 18. (Joseph
Philip C.J. Vs Judies) 2017(3) Apex Court Judgments 711 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Multiplier - Deceased, a bachelor, left his aged mother and
a younger handicapped sister - It is the age of deceased which should be taken into
account for applicability of multiplier - Multiplier of 17 is appropriate. (Chikkamma
Vs Parvathamma) 2017(2) Apex Court Judgments 666 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Multiplier - Deceased was 42 years of age at the time of
accident - Multiplier of 14 is applied as per Sarla Verma case for the age groups 41-45
years - Adopting multiplier of 14, loss of dependency is calculated at Rs.5,04,000.
(Laxmidhar Nayak Vs Jugal Kishore Behera)

2018(1) Apex Court Judgments 585 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Nature of proof required in accident claims is qualitatively
different from one in criminal cases. (Archit Saini Vs Oriental Insurance Company
Ltd.) 2018(2) Apex Court Judgments 014 (S.C.)

S.166 - Accident - Permanent disability - Amputation of left leg - Determination
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be desirable that complainant gives his bank account number and if possible e-mail ID
of accused - If e-mail ID is available with Bank where accused has an account, such
Bank, on being required, should furnish such e-mail ID to the payee of cheque. (M/
s.Meters & Instruments Private Limited Vs Kanchan Mehta)

2017(4) Civil Court Cases 587 (S.C.) : 2017(4) Criminal Court Cases 293
(S.C.) : 2017(3) Apex Court Judgments 396 (S.C.)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint against 'A' & 'B' - 'A' acquitted but
'B' convicted - Acquittal of 'A' attained finality as no appeal was filed by complainant
- In appeal filed by 'B' judgment passed by trial Court set aside and direction issued
that after 'B' and complainant appear before trial Court it shall pass a fresh order -
Trial Court summoned 'A' - Held, once acquittal of 'A' attained finality Court of
Magistrate became functuous officio and acquittal of 'A' could not be disturbed -
Order summoning 'A' set aside. (Ramswaroop Soni Vs Yashoda Devi)

2018(4) Civil Court Cases 168 (Rajasthan) : 2018(Suppl.) Criminal Court
Cases 490 (Rajasthan)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint against Manager, Secretary and
member of Society - Disputed cheque is signed by Secretary and Member of Society
- Manager is not signatory to disputed cheque - He cannot be thus, prosecuted for an
offence u/s 138 of the Act - Complaint qua Manager of society dismissed. (Kailash s/
o.Natthuji Waghmare Vs Maharshi Sudarshan Bahuuddeshiya Seva Sahakari
Sanstha Maryadit, Nagpur) 2018(4) Civil Court Cases 143 (Bombay)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint can be filed by Power of Attorney
holder of complainant - However, it is fundamental for complainant in such a case to
specify in the complaint that power of Attorney Holder has knowledge about the
transaction in question. (V.U.Pathrose Vs V.K.Jeevalan)

2017(2) Civil Court Cases 832 (Kerala)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint on the basis of dishonour of cheque
for the second time is maintainable even when demand notice was issued when cheque
was dishonoured for the first time. (Dhimant Mehta Vs M/s.Ramdil Resorts P.Ltd.,
Mahabaleshwar) 2017(2) Civil Court Cases 059 (Bombay)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Compromise - Accused acquitted
- On failure to pay the agreed amount, within time granted, accused shall be proceeded
with for contempt, in addition to other proceedings, in accordance with law.
(A.T.Sivaperumal Vs Mohammed Hyath (D) by LRs.)

2017(3) Civil Court Cases 354 (S.C.) : 2017(3) Criminal Court Cases 093
(S.C.) : 2017(2) Apex Court Judgments 437 (S.C.)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Compromise - Parties amicably
settled their dispute - Memorandum of settlement is on record - Parties directed to
abide by terms and conditions as contained in said Memorandum of Settlement -
Conviction and sentence of accused set aside. (Sri Ashis Subba Vs Manoj Kumar
Agarwal) 2018(2) Apex Court Judgments 022 (S.C.)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Sentence reduced by High Court
till rising of Court and accused was directed to pay compensation and in default
thereof to undergo imprisonment for three months - Accused in execution of sentence
awarded by Sessions Court underwent imprisonment for three months - Held, said
period of detention must be set off against default sentence awarded by High Court.
(K.Narayanan Vs R.Radhakrishnan) 2018(2) Civil Court Cases 143 (Kerala) :

2018(2) Criminal Court Cases 080 (Kerala)

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Conviction till rising of Court and to pay
compensation - Accused undergone nominal imprisonment and also paid compensation
amount - Held, this by itself does not take away his precious right to file an appeal to
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